The stele – a developmental perspective on the diversity and evolution of primary vascular architecture
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Abstract

The stele concept is one of the oldest enduring concepts in plant biology. This paper reviews the concept and its foundations, and builds an argument for an updated view of steles and their evolution. The history of studies of stelar organization has generated a widely ranging array of definitions of the stele that determine the way we classify steles and construct scenarios about the evolution of stelar architecture. Because at the level of the organism biological evolution proceeds by, and is reflected in, changes in development, concepts of structure need to be grounded in development in order to be relevant in an evolutionary perspective. For the stele, most of the traditional definitions that incorporate development have viewed it as the totality of tissues that either originate from procambium – currently the prevailing view – or are bordered by a boundary layer (e.g., endodermis). A definition of the stele that would bring consensus between these perspectives recasts the stele as a structural entity of dual nature. Here, I review briefly the history of the stele concept, basic terminology related to stelar organization, and traditional classifications of the steles. I then revisit boundary layers from the perspective of histogenesis as a dynamic mosaic of developmental domains. I use classic and recent anatomical and molecular data to reaffirm and explore the importance of boundary layers for stelar organization. Drawing on data from comparative anatomy, developmental regulation, and the fossil record, I offer a model for a stele concept that integrates both the boundary layer and the procambial perspective, consistent with a dual nature of the stele. The dual stele model posits that stelar architecture is determined in the apical meristem by two major cell fate specification events: a first one that specifies a provascular domain and its boundaries, and a second event that specifies a procambial domain (which will mature into conducting tissues) from cell subpopulations of the provascular domain. If the position and extent of the developmental domains defined by the two events are determined by different concentrations of the same morphogen (most likely auxin), then the distribution of this organizer factor in the shoot apical meristem, as modulated by changes in axis size and the effect of lateral organs, can explain the different stelar configurations documented among tracheophytes. This model provides a set of working hypotheses that incorporate assumptions and generate implications that can be tested empirically. The model also offers criteria for an updated classification of steles that is in line with current understanding of plant development. In this classification, steles fall into two major categories determined by the configuration of boundary layers – boundary protoxylemas and boundary siphonoxyles, each with subtypes defined by the architecture of the vascular tissues. Validation the dual stele model and, more generally, in-depth understanding of the regulation of stelar architecture, will necessitate targeted efforts in two areas: (i) the regulation of procambium, vascular tissue, and boundary layer specification in all extant vascular plants, considering that most of the diversity in stelar architecture is hosted by seed-free plants, which are the least explored in terms of developmental regulation; (ii) the configuration of vascular tissues and, especially, boundary layers, in as many extinct species and lineages as possible.

1. Theoretical premises

The stele concept was introduced by van Tieghem & Douliot (1886 a, b). The history of the concept and of the classification of stele types, as well as most of the attending terminology, were
reviewed in detail by Beck et al. (1982) and Schmid (1982). According to Schmid (1982), the practice of characterizing the stele as comprising the primary vascular tissues of axial organs and some associated tissues – pith and interfascicular regions – can be traced to Brebner (1902), Farmer & Hill (1902), and Schoute (1903). Currently, like in the past, some authors use the term stele to refer exclusively to the vascular system (Esau 1965; Beck et al. 1982). While many of these authors regard the stele as including only primary vascular tissues (i.e., primary xylem and phloem, the ‘primary stele’ of Bower 1908), others have expanded the concept to include also secondary vascular tissues (Cronk 2009). In paleobotany, stele often refers only to the primary xylem, as phloem is infrequently preserved in plant fossils (Beck et al. 1982).

Here, I give the stele a dual definition, as the totality of primary tissues of axial organs (stems, roots or undifferentiated axes) that are (1) derived from procambium and (2) circumscribed by boundary layers. I exclude secondary tissues from the stele because they are indirect, later-ontogenetic derivatives of the procambium; because they do not develop in all vascular plants; and also because their inclusion does not enrich the stele concept in any of its fundamental developmental or evolutionary implications.

The organization of mature plant tissues is the product of development. The primary tissues of axial organs are patterned in apical meristems. Specifically, the architecture of mature vascular tissues, which are the principal components of the stele, is the result of patterning of the procambium in the apical meristem. Thus, a key to stelar organization resides in the procambial architecture established during apical development. Another important aspect of stelar organization is the boundary that circumscribes the fundamental histogenetic domain from within which procambium will be specified (referred to as the provascular domain below; see Section 6: Stele types and boundary layers). Such boundary layers, also established during apical development, can provide another key to stelar organization. However, though discussed by early workers (e.g., Tansley, 1896), the importance of boundary layers has been subsequently downplayed, so that currently the prevailing views emphasize only the procambial origin of the stele.

Within the framework provided by the view that procambial architecture is the main determinant of stelar organization, the geometry of the procambium in the apical meristem region provides the main criterion for defining stelar types. This follows the ideas of Beck et al. (1982), who advocated using the architecture of the procambium (or of the protoxylem) for comparing and classifying stelar patterns. A classification of stelar types based on procambial architecture typically includes three main types of stele.

2. Procambial architecture: three main types of stele among tracheophytes

At the apices of axial organs, the procambium exhibits one of three main architectural configurations that correspond to three main stelar types. A protostele is a stele derived from a solid central strand of procambium (Fig. 1a). The procambium is surrounded by ground meristem that matures into the cortex. Vascular strands (leaf traces) may diverge from the stele to supply leaf bases. A siphonostele develops from a hollow cylinder of procambium (Fig. 1b, 2). Aside from ground meristem that differentiates into the cortex that surrounds the stele, siphonostelic axes also possess a central cylinder of ground meristem that forms the mature pith. Another defining feature of the siphonostele is the leaf gap, a discontinuity in the stele immediately above the point of divergence of the trace(s) to a leaf (Fig. 2); the gap is a parenchymatous area and has limited longitudinal extent as it “closes” distal to the leaf trace divergence (Beck et al. 1982). A eustele is a stele derived from a number of discrete procambial strands (Fig. 1c). In cross sections, the strands taken together describe a more- or-less circular outline that separates an outer cortex and a central pith, both derived from ground meristem. The parenchymatous areas between adjacent vascular strands are termed interfascicular areas (or pith rays, sometimes). The discrete strands of vascular tissue that comprise the stele (referred
to as cauline bundles) and the leaf traces that diverge from them are referred to as sympodia and can form complex patterns. A segment of a cauline bundle between two successive leaf traces is also referred to as a sympodial segment or reparatory strand (Namboodiri & Beck 1968). It is important to note here that in eusteles the divergence of a leaf trace does not produce a leaf gap (see also Section 2.3: Eusteles).

2.1. Protosteles

Protosteles are divided, based on the cross-sectional geometry of the primary xylem (Fig. 3), into haplosteles, actinosteles, and plectosteles. In haplosteles, the xylem has circular to oval shape in cross section (Fig. 3a), in actinosteles it has a lobed (ribbed) shape (Fig. 3b), and in plectosteles it is irregularly dissected into lobes and bands (Fig. 3c) that may anastomose along their trajectory through the axis. The earliest tracheophytes of the Silurian and Devonian had axes with protostelic vasculature (Stewart & Rothwell 1993). Among extant plants, protosteles characterize the stems of lycophytes, psilotophytes, and some ferns (e.g., Lygodium). Even among siphonostelic ferns, the early growth stages of some species have protosteles (e.g., Gleichenia). A protostele is also the vascular architecture that characterizes the selaginellalean rhizohope and the roots of all tracheophytes, living and extinct.

2.2. Siphonosteles

Siphonosteles of different types characterize the stems of most ferns. Depending on the longitudinal density of leaf gaps, siphonosteles are classified into solenosteles and dictyosteles. Solenosteles exhibit no more than one leaf gap at any given level (i.e., in any cross section), whereas dictyosteles can have two or more leaf gaps at the same level. In extreme cases, where multiple leaf gaps occupy a higher proportion of the stele circumference than the sectors occupied by vascular tissue [meristele sensu Tansley (1907, 1908); see Beck et al. (1982)], such dictyosteles can look misleadingly similar to a eustele, in individual cross sections; e.g., Diplazium or Blechnum (White & Weidlich 1995), or the fossil Dickwhitea (Karafit et al. 2006).

Solenosteles and dictyosteles can be polycyclic, that is, consisting of two or more concentric hollow cylinders of vascular tissue (e.g., Marattiaceae, Matoniaceae). In such cases, vascular bundles forming leaf traces can diverge from one or several of the stele cycles (e.g., Matonia). Adjacent vascular cylinders of a polycyclic siphonosteles can be connected by connective bundles (e.g., Saccoloma, Pteris; Troop & Mickel 1968). Furthermore, typical siphonosteles of different kinds, whether polycyclic or not, can be variously combined with vascular segments that run along the central pith area (medullar bundles; e.g., Cyathea, Alsophila, Platycerium) or, in some cases, the latter can be occupied by a central vascular cylinder, like in a protostele (e.g., Thyrsopteris, Matonia). All these varieties have been discussed, illustrated, and classified by many, including Bower (1923), Ogura (1972), and Schmid (1982).

2.3. Eusteles

Eusteles characterize the stems of all living seed plants. One topic of confusion in discussions of eustelic organization has been the presence of leaf gaps. Some textbook treatments of stelar architecture have perpetuated the idea that eusteles have leaf gaps, a leftover from the earlier view of the eustele as a subtype of siphonosteles (Esau 1977) and from classifications based on nodal architecture. These views were also fueled by the inclusion of secondary tissues in the stele concept (Esau 1965) and by observations of eusteles in which numerous cauline bundles and leaf traces give the appearance of a continuous layer of vascular tissues (a condition termed pseudosiphonostely; Beck et al. 1982). However, careful studies of protoxylem architecture (e.g., Benzing 1967a, b) have demonstrated the eustelic nature of pseudosiphonosteles, and the inclusion of secondary tissues does not enrich the stele concept for reasons discussed above – Section 1: Theoretical premises). Thus, my view is that eusteles do not have leaf gaps.
Longitudinal sections through eustelic axes can produce vascular tissue configurations that look misleadingly like leaf gaps (Fig. 4a, b) for two reasons. First, in the typical sequence of tissue differentiation behind the shoot apical meristem, nodal tissues mature earlier than those of the internodes. As a result of this, a procambial strand that is conspicuous in a node can appear to lose its substance basipetally, along its trajectory through the internode, and to reappear in the next node below, the same configuration that one would expect to see if a leaf gap was present. Second, in most seed plants, leaf traces diverge from cauline bundles in a tangential direction (Fig. 4c, bottom three planes of section) before traversing the cortex in a radial direction and upwards (Fig. 4c, top three planes of section). This leads to tangential displacement of the cauline bundle above the divergence, as a result of which the cauline bundle shows a hiatus immediately above (distal to) the node in longitudinal sections (Fig. 4b), similar to that produced by a leaf gap in a siphonosteole longitudinal section.

Building on the basic sympodial architecture seen in Carboniferous seed ferns and even in Devonian progymnosperms (e.g., Beck 1970, 1971, 1979), the various trajectories of seed plant evolution and diversification have produced a tremendous diversity of eusteles. The sources of this diversity are (1) the increase in the number of sympodia; (2) variations in the connectivity of sympodia, which ranges from discrete unconnected sympodia, to random interconnections (by minor or accessory bundles), to regular anastomoses between cauline bundles or between leaf traces and cauline bundles (e.g., Beck et al. 1982); (3) leaf traces, although not technically part of the stele, can contribute complexity to the stem vascular system, depending on whether they consist of single or multiple bundles, whether these bundles diverge from single or multiple cauline bundles, and whether the traces are short or long (i.e., traversing more than one internode between their divergence from the cauline bundle and their entry into a leaf base). These compounded layers of complexity and diversity have been encompassed in several classification systems (e.g., Schmid 1982). One such classification that dominated the first half of the 20th century was based on nodal anatomy – the architecture of vascular tissues at nodes. Skepticism about the philosophical and methodological bases of this classification, along with the realization that nodal types are adaptive (thus, similar types may not be morphologically equivalent), led to the conclusion that nodal anatomy, by itself, does not provide a conclusive representation of stelar architecture in the absence of internodal features (Beck et al. 1982).

Given the diversity of eustelic architectures, it is important to remember that they all are variations on the same basic sympodial organization. One such variation is seen in the atactosteole of some monocots, in which cauline bundles occurring in high numbers undulate in radial planes along their trajectory through the stem. This, along with the emission of numerous, long leaf traces, produces a highly complex organization wherein a multitude of vascular bundles are scattered throughout the ground tissues of the stem, precluding a distinction between pith and cortex. The eustelic organization of atactosteles has been demonstrated by Beck et al. (1982). Although this may be a slight oversimplification, an atactosteole can be visualized as a polycyclic eustele with multiple concentric cycles of sympodia.

3. A bit of history

Concepts and classifications of steles initiated based on studies of extant plants in the 19th century, gained added impetus in the second half of the 20th century by the contributions of paleobotanists (e.g., Namboodiri & Beck 1968, Rothwell 1976; Beck et al. 1982), who brought fossil lineages and their vascular architectures to the forefront of discussions of stelar morphology and evolution. This synthesis opened the way to a broader, more inclusive and temporally-constrained perspective on the diversity of stelar architecture and its evolution. Importantly, from their early origins, discussions of stele classification have been firmly rooted in evolutionary views that fit within the same broad paradigm as the modern evo-devo approaches.
Early on, Jeffrey (1899) recognized two main stele types, the protostele and the siphonostele, a view shared by many morphologists in the early 20th century (Gwynne-Vaughn 1901; Brebner 1902; Tansley 1907, 1908; Bower 1908). Focusing on the deep, early evolution of the vascular system, these workers were not very concerned with the eustele that they regarded as a highly modified siphonostele which, in turn, had evolved from a protostele. In contrast to this view, Boodle (1901), Scott (1902), and others, regarded the eustele as having evolved from a protostele on a parallel trajectory to that of the siphonostele, more consistent with the tripartite protostele-siphonostele-eustele classification.

Nevertheless, the scenario of eustele evolution from protosteles favored by these authors required parenchymatization of central tissues associated with formation and expansion of leaf gaps, thus implying a virtually siphonostelic intermediate stage. This view was only different from Jeffrey’s ideas in the mechanism proposed for the evolution of the intermediate stage – central parenchymatization, as opposed to the “cortical invasion” process proposed by Jeffrey (see Beck et al. 1982). An origin of the eustele from protosteles was also considered by Posthumus (1924) and, later, by Namboodiri & Beck (1968), among others. The mechanism proposed by these authors involves ribbing of a protostele and longitudinal dissection to form sympodia (see Section 7.2: Evolution of the pith – siphonosteles and eustele).

4. Histogenesis as a dynamic mosaic of developmental domains

Development in multicellular organisms leads to an organismal body comprised of populations of terminally differentiated cells of different types. During this process, cell differentiation progresses through successive cell fate decision steps. Considered in ontogenetic time, such stepwise cell fate commitment sequences entail increasingly more distinct identity specification, coordinated within well-circumscribed populations from within volumes of cells that can be regarded as equipotential fields in terms of prior cell fate. These well-circumscribed cell populations represent domains defined by the specific regulatory modules that determine their cell fate. In this context, a developing multicellular body can be regarded as a mosaic of developmental domains. These domains define cell volumes in which the same (set of) regulatory module(s) are expressed at a given moment in ontogenetic time. In this spatially and temporally dynamic mosaic, developmental domains that succeed each other in ontogenetic time can be (partially) overlapping or entirely disjunct.

In plants, the indeterminacy of meristematic growth requires continued circumscribing and specification of developmental domains within the “flow” of new undifferentiated cells produced by the meristem. Generation of a coherent plant body in this mode of growth requires maintenance of longitudinal continuity, both anatomically and physiologically. Given these developmental constraints, specification and maintenance of boundaries that define distinct developmental domains at any given point in time is important throughout the successive levels of increasingly more advanced differentiation, in increasingly smaller and more specific developmental domains of tissue and cell identities.

5. The importance of boundary layers

If procambial architecture is a key determinant of stelar organization and provides a workable criterion for defining stele types, these discussions cannot exclude consideration of the boundary layers that separate the developmental domain from within which the procambium is specified, from the adjacent ground tissues. Early on, this was a prevailing view (e.g., Tansley, 1896). However, subsequent treatments concluded that boundary layers, such as the endodermis, had been given undue emphasis and should not be used as criteria in discussions of stelar concepts, a view taken in the most recent exhaustive analysis of stelar concepts by Beck et al. (1982).

My view is that boundary layers are important in discussions of stelar architecture. This view rests on the crucial roles that boundaries and their regulation play throughout plant development – e.g.,
as demonstrated recently for leaf development (Caggiano et al. 2017). In support of this view, accumulating evidence demonstrates that boundary layers, alongside other regulatory systems (auxin and other hormones, tissue or cell identity specifiers, etc.), play an important role in determining the extent and shaping the organization of the stele. For instance, in roots, miR165/166 produced in the endodermis antagonize HD-ZIP III genes (C3HDZ hereafter) that determine procambial identity (Carlsbecker et al. 2010; Miyashima et al. 2011), limiting their expression domain and, thus, determining the volume occupied by procambium. Additionally, by inducing different C3HDZ dosage in different regions of the stele, miR165/166 also specify protoxylem v. metaxylem fates (Hisanaga et al. 2014).

The layers that mark boundaries between the vascular tissues and ground tissues – the endodermis in roots, the starch sheath in stems, and the bundle sheaths of leaf veins – are continuous throughout the plant body (Fig. 5), despite having distinct physiological functions. Available evidence suggests that they are specified by the same regulatory modules throughout the plant body (reviewed by Tomescu 2008) and this shared developmental regulation indicates that they may be serially homologous. Positionally, they are homologous with the endodermal layer that characterizes all the organs of most seed-free plants. Furthermore, the regulation of C3HDZ genes by miR165/166 is shared among all embryophytes (Floyd & Bowman 2004). This suggests that the antagonistic interaction between miR165/166 and C3HDZ genes, which contributes to circumscription of the stele, is deeply conserved and may have the same function in determining the extent and organization of the stele across the entire tracheophyte clade. All this evidence strongly suggests that the boundary layer that separates vascular tissues from ground tissues is a key determinant of stelar architecture. Thus, contrary to earlier views, boundary layers should be thoroughly considered in definitions and classifications of the steles.

6. Stele types and boundary layers

Primary vascular tissues are the principal components of the stele. They differentiate from procambium, and so do other associated tissues typically included in the stele (e.g., the pericycle). Together, these tissues are circumscribed by layers with specific identity, which separate them from other tissues. These well-defined boundary layers, which extend throughout the plant body, indicate the presence of two fundamentally distinct developmental domains: one referred here as the provascular domain, because subpopulations of cells from within it generate vascular tissues, and an accessory domain, consisting of ground tissues. In many axial plant organs, the provascular domain coincides with the stele, thus, the boundary layer defines the extent of the stele.

Overlaying the boundary layer patterns onto the procambium architectural patterns supports some of the stele types defined based on the latter, but also raises questions about some aspects of the tripartite stele classification and some of the traditionally defined subtypes of the three major stele types. Nevertheless, the dual perspective on stelar organization offered by taking into account both procambial architecture and boundary layers provides an updated framework for evaluating hypotheses on the evolution of vascular architecture and stele types.

6.1. Protosteles

In most protosteles, a well-defined endodermis separates the stele from the surrounding ground tissues (Fig. 1a, 3, 7e). Exceptions, wherein an endodermal layer is less well defined, include some species of the Lycopodiales and Isoetes. In the latter, the lack of axial elongation and the resulting density of traces to appendages disrupt the stele-cortex limit to an extent that makes recognition of a continuous boundary layer impossible. In most Selaginella species, the endodermis of stems is modified to form a trabeculate layer that includes large air spaces. Additionally, in several species of Selaginella, the stele is dissected into discrete plate-like meristele, each surrounded by an endodermal layer.
A special case is that of protosteles that exhibit a central core of parenchymatous tissue, as seen in certain monocot roots (e.g., Zea) or psilotophyte axes (Tmesipteris, Psilotum). This tissue can be interpreted as a pith, suggesting that the stele is in fact a siphonostele. However, the distinction of such forms from siphonosteles and a case against such an interpretation is supported by several lines of evidence: (1) the presence of a well-defined endodermis around the vascular tissues, separating them from the cortex, and the absence of an equivalent boundary layer circumscribing the central parenchymatous core and separating it from the surrounding vascular tissues; (2) gradual longitudinal histologic transitions along the stems of some plants (e.g., Gleichenia; Bower 1908) from a typical protostele, in which the center is occupied by xylem, to a central area of various sizes occupied by parenchyma; (3) a common developmental origin of the vascular tissues and the central parenchymatous area in a central strand of procambium. Thus, this type of anatomy is best interpreted as a medullated protostele.

### 6.2. Siphonosteles

A significant divide among siphonosteles, from a developmental, structural, and evolutionary standpoint, is that between ectophloic and amphiphloic siphonosteles. In ectophloic siphonosteles, primary phloem is found only in a layer external to the primary xylem, whereas in amphiphloic siphonosteles there are layers of phloem both externally and internally to the xylem. In some cases, this separation based on the relative position of phloem and xylem reflects a deeper divide in terms of the radial patterning of developmental domains. Whereas in amphiphloic siphonosteles endodermal layers separate the tissues of the stele from both the cortex (an endodermis external to the outer phloem layer) and the pith (an endodermis internal to the inner phloem layer), in the ectophloic siphonostele of the Osmundaceae there is only one endodermis – between the vascular tissues and the cortex. Thus, if the endodermis marks the boundary between major developmental domains – that generate the stele and ground tissues (i.e., the provascular and accessory domain, respectively) –, then an amphiphloic siphonostele (Fig. 7g) is a true siphonostele, whereas the ectophloic siphonostele of the Osmundaceae is a medullated protostele (Fig. 7f). This view is supported by two lines of evidence. One is structural – there are no gaps in the phloem and endodermis corresponding to the gaps in the xylem, thus, the stele as a whole has no leaf gaps, like protosteles and unlike siphonosteles. The other line of evidence is paleobotanical and consists of a transformational time series of fossil osmundaceous genera that go back to the Permian documenting the progressive replacement of the central metaxytem of a protostele by parenchyma (e.g., Kidston & Gwynne-vaughan 1914; Miller 1971; Stewart & Rothwell 1993).

Other ectophloic siphonosteles seem to be true siphonosteles derived by reduction of the inner phloem layer. If that is the case, we expect to still see a boundary layer that separates the xylem from the pith in these plants. However, the latest comparative studies of the anatomy of ferns with such stelar configurations – primarily Vittariaceae (e.g., Vittaria, Antrophyum) – date back to almost a century ago and, as pointed out by Ogura (1972), the accounts of different authors are not entirely consistent. Whereas some authors report presence of well-defined inner phloem and an inner endodermis, others report reduced or absent inner phloem and endodermis (e.g., Williams 1927). Critical reevaluation of these species is needed to test for the presence of a boundary layer based both on anatomical evidence and on specific molecular markers.

### 6.3. Eustele

An endodermis marked by Casparian strips is rarely seen in stems with eustelic organization (Esau 1977). Nevertheless, substantial evidence from anatomy, physiology, and development indicates the presence of a boundary layer that separates two major domains in eustelic axes – a central domain that includes vascular tissues (the stele) and an outer accessory domain of ground tissues (cortex) (Fig. 7j, l) – and that provides positional cues crucial for cell fate specification in the establishment of radial
patterning. In the young portions of many eustelic stems, the innermost cortex layer forms a starch sheath, which shares regulatory mechanisms for identity specification with the root endodermis (see Section 3: The importance of boundary layers). Furthermore, starch sheath cells give histochemical reactions similar to those demonstrated in the endodermis, and these cells can be induced to develop like a typical endodermis (Van Fleet 1950).

Esau (1977) hypothesized that a boundary surrounding the central region of eustelic stems is specified by chemical interaction between materials derived from vascular tissues and those present in the cortex. Developmentally, the segregation of a ring of residual meristem (as seen in cross sections) close behind the shoot apical meristem, from within which procambial strands are specified that connect the stele to leaf primordia (Esau 1977), also suggests the presence of a continuous boundary that delimits a central developmental domain, which includes the vascular tissues, from surrounding ground tissues. Despite being frequently inconspicuous anatomically, this boundary provides positional cues for radial tissue patterning, namely the specification of distinct identities in the two developmental domains that it separates. This is clearly demonstrated in seemingly homogeneous, parenchymatous interfascicular areas, wherein surgical inversion of radial polarity (i.e. cortical domain at the center, central domain outwards) results in inverted polarity of the interfascicular cambium, which produces secondary phloem inwards and secondary xylem outwards (Siebers 1971).

Together, these observations suggest that although vascular tissues are organized in discrete vascular bundles, in eustelic axes the basic radial patterning of tissues includes only two domains separated by a boundary layer – a central domain, which includes tissues that gives rise to the stele, and an accessory external (cortical) domain – much like in a protostele. This conclusion has implications for discussions of stele evolution and classification.

6.4. Transferability of boundary layer identity

In discussing the developmental and structural significance of boundary layers, and their importance for understanding stelar organization, it is important to note that the identity of boundary layers is transferrable and their position labile, as suggested by multiple lines of evidence. Stems of some ferns (e.g., Gleichenia; Bower 1908) transition in their epidogenetic growth phase from a protostele to a bona fide siphonostele. This transition that is associated with an increase in stem diameter involves the specification of a pith area and an inner endodermis. Thus, a simple change in size can lead to a major change in stelar organization within the same axis, by generating a central developmental domain and the corresponding boundary layer that separates it from a reorganized domain with vascular competency. Additionally, in some ferns where the vascular tissues form a hollow cylinder, different species of the same genus (e.g., Vittaria, Antrophyum; Williams 1927; see also Section 6.2: Siphonosteles above) may possess only an external endodermis or both external and internal endodermal layers, or even an intermediate, discontinuous internal endodermis. In such cases the lability of the inner endodermal layer blurs the distinction between siphonosteles sensu stricto and what could be considered medullated protosteles.

A comparable situation may be present in some eusteles, as Van Fleet (1961) reports cases where an inner endodermis (also termed a medullary sheath) exists between the pith and the cauline vascular bundles (e.g., Clintonia, Maianthemum) or can be induced experimentally (Vicia). Finally, different species of the genus Equisetum (whose stelar architecture is discussed below; Section 8.2.4: Additional complexity and unknowns) possess one of three possible endodermal configurations – including one with an external endodermis and one with both external and internal endodermal layers. Furthermore, these configurations may change within the same plant at the transition from the underground rhizome to aerial shoots (reviewed by Tomescu 2008). Consistent with all these observations that indicate positional lability and transferability of boundary layer identity, Drapek et al. (2018) demonstrated that it is possible to induce formation of ectopic Casparian strips (interpreted as
reflecting endodermal identity) in subepidermal layers of *Arabidopsis* roots, and that the transcription factor SHR and the ligand CIF2 are sufficient for this.

7. Evolutionary considerations

7.1. The plesiomorphic protostele

It is clear that the plesiomorphic stelar architecture is a protostele. The oldest known tracheophytes have protostele (Kidston & Lang 1917, 1920a, b; Edwards 1970, 1981; Banks et al. 1975; Gensel 1976; Edwards et al. 1992; Strullu-Derrien et al. 2014; Matsunaga & Tomescu 2017). The sharp transition that is obvious in these fossil plants between tissues with very different identities – those of the stele and those of the surrounding cortex – indicates the presence of well-defined boundary conditions, thus, it is likely that a mechanism for boundary layer specification existed in the early protostelic tracheophytes. In fact, the protostele-type radial patterning of tissues pre-dates the tracheophytes, as it is seen in plants that lack tracheids and sieve cells – protorhachephytes (Boyce 2008; Cascales-Miñana et al. 2019) and even bryophytes, both in the gametophyte and sporophyte phases (Héabant 1977). In all these plants, the conducting tissues form a central cylinder, irrespective of the identity and degree of specialization of these cells, thus, a protostele *sensu lato* is the plesiomorphic condition of all axial plant organs. Indirect evidence for this also comes from studies of cell fate determination in the pith of the *Arabidopsis* eustele (Sanchez et al. 2012). Here, the parenchymatous identity of cells is maintained by the WRKY12 transcription factor, in the absence of which the cells develop secondary walls (Wang et al. 2010), like the tracheary elements of the xylem. These data suggest that the default identity of central tissues is similar to that of xylem, supporting the plesiomorphic nature of the protostele. They also suggest a pathway for the evolution of the pith, by suppression of vascular tissue identity at the center of the stele.

7.2. Evolution of the pith – siphonosteles and eustele

Both siphonosteles and eustele are characterized by the presence of a pith, thus, the evolution of the pith is central to understanding the evolution of stelar architecture. Specifically, this entails addressing when and by what mechanisms pith evolved. The fossil record provides clues relevant to both of these aspects of pith evolution. In terms of timing, axes with a central core of parenchymatous ground tissue are known in both lycophytes (i.e., lepidodendrid isoetaleans) and euryphyllophytes (archaeofertilean progyrnosperms, archaeocalamitean sphenopsids, cladoxylopsids) by the end of the Devonian. By Mississippian time, the seed plants include members that possess a central core of parenchymatous tissue in their stems, and in the Pennsylvanian this feature is also present in several fern groups (e.g., Marattiales, Filicales) (Stewart & Rothwell 1993). In terms of mechanism, a central core of ground tissue is thought to have evolved either by parenchymatization of the central region of the axis (also known as medullation) or by fragmentation of the central vascular tissues (also referred to as dissection), in both cases starting from a protostele. These two mechanisms have been discussed in relation to different lineages.

In ferns and lycophytes, evolution of the pith is thought to be the result of medullation. In support of this view, the fossil record of osmundaceous ferns provides a compelling series of species that illustrate progressive parenchymatization of the central region of rhizomes occupied by xylem (Kidston & Gwynne-Vaughan 1914; Miller 1971; Rothwell 1992; Stewart & Rothwell 1993). Among living ferns, the stem of a single plant may exhibit a size-dependent transition from a protostele with xylem at the center, produced in thinner juvenile stages, to a siphonosteles wherein the center is occupied by pith, as the rhizome reaches its mature thickness (e.g., *Gleichenia*; Bower 1908). A similar size-dependent transition from a *bona fide* protostele to a medullated protostele along the stems of single plants has been documented in extinct lepidodendrid lycophytes by Eggert (1961). Progressive medullation (of an
actinostele) has also been proposed as the driver in the evolution of the pith in sphenopsids (reviewed by Stewart & Rothwell 1993) (Fig. 7h, l), whereas among cladaxilopsids (see also Section 8.3.3: Radial concentration and eustele) the pith is thought to have evolved by a combination of fragmentation of an actinostele (also referred to as dissection), as a first step, followed by medullation (Stewart & Rothwell 1993) (Fig. 7h, k, l). For both these lineages, evolutionary scenarios are based on transformational series illustrated by fossil species and an increase in the size of axes may have been one of the drivers of the evolution of the pith.

In the case of the seed plant eustele, the most widely accepted evolutionary scenario posits that longitudinal dissection (fragmentation) of an actinostele produced a system of discrete cauline bundles separated at the center by ground tissue, whose breadth expanded subsequently by progressive medullation (Namboodiri & Beck 1968) (Fig. 7h, k, l). Seed plants are thought to have arisen from progymnosperm precursors (Stewart & Rothwell 1993). However, progymnosperms fall within a few lineages (Beck 1976) – most prominent of which are the aneurophytes and the archaeopterids – and the relationships among these lineages, as well as between them and seed plants, are not fully understood (Toledo et al. 2018).

The archaeopterids are considered eustelic (Rothwell & Erwin 1987), like the derived (and like all extant) seed plants. However, thin archaeopterid stems possess medullated protosteles (actinostele) whose parenchymatous core widens out in larger stems, separating discrete xylem strands (Carluccio et al. 1966; Scheckler 1978; Beck 1979). Thus, if archaeopterids are the sister group of seed plants, then eustele would have originated from protosteles directly by medullation not preceded by longitudinal dissection (Fig. 7h, l, j). However, the oldest seed plants have protosteles (actinosteles; Serbet & Rothwell 1992), like the aneurophyte progymnosperms. If seed plants are monophyletic, then their stelar organization indicates a sister group relationship with the aneurophytes. In this case, the sequence of protostele dissection and subsequent medullation (Fig. 7h, k, l) proposed by Namboodiri & Beck (1968) and Beck (1970), and refined by Rothwell & Erwin (1987) and Rothwell (1992) with respect to protoxylem architecture, best explains the origin of the eustele and its pith.

In all the cases discussed above, the development of a central parenchymatous area of the stele is associated with an increase in axis diameter. This, as well as the evolution of specialized lateral appendages (leaves), are thought to have imposed physiological constraints — underpinned by efficiency of water and photosynthetic transfer and by economy in the production of energy-demanding specialized conducting tissues — that drove evolution of siphonosteles and eustele (reviewed by Decombeix et al. 2019). Below, I propose a model informed by current understanding of developmental regulation and sensitive to axis size variation, to provide a unifying explanation for the nature of the stele and its evolution that is consistent with both the procambial and the boundary layer views of the stele discussed above.

8. A unifying perspective on stelar architecture: the dual stele model

The dual stele model (Fig. 6) posits two cell fate specification mechanisms that are deployed sequentially and delimit increasingly more narrowly circumscribed and more specialized developmental domains. The first mechanism specifies a provascular domain (not to be confused with provascular tissue, i.e., procambium — e.g. Scarpella et al. 2000), wherein cells maintain the competency to differentiate into procambial tissue, and establishes a boundary layer that separates this domain from the neighboring accessory domain. The second mechanism specifies procambial identity in cells within the provascular domain that will differentiate into xylem and phloem. If the two developmental domain-specifying mechanisms interact and are coordinated, at a higher level of regulation, by an organizer factor acting in a dosage-dependent manner (see Section 8.2: Connections and coordination), together, these conditions could explain the variety of stelar architectures present among tracheophytes.
8.1. Potential developmental regulators

Current understanding of the regulation of radial tissue patterning and vascular tissue development points to potential molecular actors involved in the regulatory mechanisms of the dual stele model. The GRAS family transcription factor SHR could be the master regulator driving the first cell fate specification mechanism that leads to establishment of the procambial domain. SHR has been demonstrated to play an important role in cell division and specification within the stele (Levesque et al. 2006). SHR is produced in tissues that become part of the stele and moves outside of these tissues, activating another member of its gene family (SCR) at their periphery. Together, SHR and SCR establish the boundary layer (Di Laurenzio et al. 1996; Helariutta et al. 2000; Cui et al. 2007). The second mechanism, responsible for procambial identity specification, could be based on HD-ZIP III family genes (C3HDZ), which are emerging as the transcription factors at the center of the regulatory network required for initiating and maintaining vascular tissues (Ramachandran et al. 2017).

In the boundary layer, SHR and SCR activate MIR165/166. In turn, miRNA165/166 move into the procambial domain where they degrade C3HDZ mRNAs, thus circumscribing the expression domain of these genes (Carlsbecker et al. 2010) and, consequently, the procambial developmental domain that will generate the conducting tissues. As a counterbalance to the C3HDZ-miR165/166 interaction, miR165/166 are negatively regulated by PNH (an AGO family gene), which has an expression domain broadly overlapping with C3HDZs and protects them from silencing by miR165/166 (Ramachandran et al. 2017).

Evidence from multiple studies touching on different aspects of these regulatory roles and interactions (e.g., Fukaki et al. 1998; Helariutta et al. 2000; Scarpella et al. 2000; Wysocka-Diller et al. 2000; Floyd & Bowman 2004, 2007; Juarez et al. 2004; Levesque et al. 2006; Cui et al. 2007; Carlsbecker et al. 2010; Muraro et al. 2014, and many others), reviewed in several papers (e.g., Tomescu 2008; Sanchez et al. 2012; Ramachandran et al. 2017; Campbell & Turner 2017), shows that they are deployed across all sporophyte organs and wide spread among different plant lineages. Although the picture they paint is still incomplete, when considered collectively these studies strongly suggest that the interactions described above are conserved across vascular plants and may, thus, provide a plausible regulatory framework within which to explore the evolution of stelar architecture.

8.2. Interactions and coordination

If the regulatory interactions outlined above are sufficient to determine the extent and geometry of the stele, then they include two aspects that are particularly important for the definition and classification of stele types. First, the two cell fate specification mechanisms that determine the procambial and procambial domains are connected through the intermediary of boundary layers, wherein the procambial domain specifier (SHR) activates a factor (miR165/166) that inhibits the activity of the procambial domain specifier (C3HDZ) (Fig. 6), thus constraining the physical extent of this domain. Second, another unifying aspect is the presence of a putative higher level organizer – auxin. Ample evidence indicates that C3HDZ gene expression is induced by auxin through the intermediary of auxin response factors, such as MP (Baima et al. 1995; Mattsson et al. 2003; Donner & Scarpella 2009), and, in turn, C3HDZs promote developmental changes that support auxin canalization (e.g., ilegems et al. 2010; Ramachandran et al. 2017). It is unclear what factors act upstream of SHR, but given that (1) the expression domain of SHR consistently includes the procambial domain and (2) polar auxin transport has a key role in shaping this domain, it is likely that SHR has significant interactions with auxin, as suggested by some studies (Levesque et al. 2006; de Luis Balaguer et al. 2017). Thus, it is possible that auxin acts the organizer coordinating the two regulatory mechanisms (Fig. 6). Consistent with this, radial patterning of the Arabidopsis root requires integration of the SHR-miR165/166-C3HDZ interactions network with auxin signaling (Muraro et al. 2014). These connections, some of which are demonstrated...
while others are more putative, indicate that only integration of aspects of both boundary layers and procambial architecture into stelar concepts can lead to deeper understanding of the regulation and evolution of stelar architecture, in the model proposed here.

8.3. Applying the dual stelar model to stelar types and reconciling existing data and hypotheses

8.3.1. Protoptele and auxin redistribution

In a protoptele, the provascular and procambial domains overlap in the central area of the axis (Fig. 7e), with the exception of a layer that is part of the provascular domain but falls outside the procambial domain and forms the pericycle – bordered by the boundary layer (endodermis). This is consistent with the SHR-miR165/166-C3HDZ interactions demonstrated in roots. Furthermore, the same interactions have also been reported in leaf veins (Wysocka-Diller et al. 2000; Gardiner et al. 2011), which represent cylindrical vascular bundles surrounded by a boundary layer (the bundle sheath) analogous to a protoptele. The idea that the procambial domain specifiers – C3HDZs – mediate “central cell fate” (Sanchez et al. 2012), including vascular tissue identity, in the sporophytic axes of early land plants is consistent with the protopteleic organization of the earliest tracheophytes (see Section 7.1: The plesiomorphic protoptele). Because leaves evolved independently in euphyllophytes and lycophytes (Tomescu 2009), in which C3HDZs are key to development of the protopteleic vascular system (Floyd & Bowman 2006), the role of C3HDZs in regulating vascular programs in the stem predates any roles in leaves (Sanchez et al. 2012).

Development of stelae with a parenchymatous central area – medullated protoptelea, siphonostele, and eusteple – could be explained by a common organizer factor that specifies the two developmental domains (provascular and procambial) in a dosage-dependent manner, activating the provascular domain specifier at lower concentrations and the procambial domain specifier at higher concentrations (Fig. 6). Under these constraints, a limited supply of organizer factor could explain these different stele types as a function of axis size and the influence of lateral appendages on the distribution of organizer concentrations. Auxin is a strong contender for the organizer factor, as discussed above, and auxin homeostasis at the shoot apical meristem may well function based on a limited auxin supply for which multiple sinks compete (Reinhardt 2005).

An increase in the demand of auxin per cross-sectional area of an axis would result in redistribution of auxin concentrations that would, in turn, lead to the reorganization of the developmental domains that determine the patterning of stelae tissues (Fig. 7b, c, d). Assuming that the apical meristem area is the main source of auxin, such a disturbance of auxin concentrations could be induced by an increase in axis size unmatched by a corresponding increase in apical meristem size. Irrespective of the underlying cause, redistribution of auxin concentration typical of a protoptele in a larger axis under the constraint of limited supply could follow one of two pathways. Peripheral concentration would lead to depletion of auxin in the central region of the axis, to maintain high enough concentrations for procambial specification around the periphery of this area (Fig. 7b, c). Radial concentration would lead to depletion of auxin along radial sectors, leaving a ribbed central area with auxin concentrations high enough for provascular and procambial specification (Fig. 7b, d).

The factor influencing which of the two pathways is deployed by a plant lineage may be the effect of lateral appendages on the distribution of auxin in the apical meristem, in terms of their strengths as sinks or sources. This is consistent with evidence for independent evolution of leaves in ferns and seed plants (Tomescu 2009), whose stelar architectures illustrate peripheral and radial concentration, respectively (see Sections 8.2.2 and 8.2.3 below). In contrast to these euphyllophyte lineages, leaves seem to have little influence on auxin distribution and the structure of the protoptele of lycophytes (Floyd & Bowman 2006, 2010; Gola et al. 2007), consistent with their independent evolution in this lineage. These observations point to the importance of the relationships between lateral
appendages, with their influence on concentrations of auxin and other putative morphogens in the shoot apical meristem, and stelar architecture. Although not explored in further detail in this chapter, these interactions require further attention.

8.3.2. Peripheral concentration and siphonostele
Peripheral concentration of auxin (Fig. 7b, c) would lead to stelar configurations of the medullated protosteles and siphonostele type (Fig. 7f, g). If the central depletion does not take auxin concentration below levels required for activation of the provascular domain specifier, the axis will still possess a central provascular domain bordered by an endodermal layer (Fig. 7f). However, the lower central concentration of auxin will limit specification of the procambial domain (which requires higher auxin concentrations) to the periphery of the provascular domain, as seen in the medullated protosteles of osmundaceous ferns and lepidodendrid lycophytes (in which an endodermis has yet to be demonstrated). The size-dependent medullation in lepidodendrids and the transformational series leading to medullation in fossil Osmundaceae both illustrate this type of stelar transition and demonstrate its developmental feasibility within a plant, as well as in evolutionary time. Severe auxin depletion at the axis center would limit specification of provascular identity to a hollow cylinder of tissue. SHR produced in this reduced provascular domain would then move into adjacent tissues both outwards and inwards, establishing two boundary layers — the outer and inner endodermis characteristic of siphonostele – and constraining the extent of the procambial domain also between these two layers (Fig. 7g). The size-related transition from protosteles to siphonostele along Gleichenia rhizomes (Bower 1908) could reflect severe auxin depletion due to peripheral concentration. Cases such as the Vittariaceae (see Section 6.4: Transferability of boundary layer identity) suggest that in some cases development (or evolution) of a siphonostele may go through an intermediate medullated protostele stage (Fig. 7f, g). On the other hand, in siphonostelic ferns experimental suppression of leaf primordia, disturbing the patterns of distribution of auxin produced in the shoot apical meristem (Wardlaw 1946; Soe 1959; Ma & Steeves 1992), leads to loss of the characteristic leaf gaps and even to protostelic organization, in severe cases (Ma & Steeves 1992, 1995), consistent with a key role of leaves in determining the distribution of auxin concentrations and, through them, stelar organization.

8.3.3. Radial concentration and eustele
Radial concentration of auxin (Fig. 7b, d) would lead to actinostele-type configurations, wherein the vascular tissues form a central column with longitudinal ridges (ribs) and grooves, wrapped in a boundary layer (Fig. 7h). Records of Early Devonian plants with a ribbed column of central xylem (Gensel 1984; Remy & Hass 1986; Bickner & Tomescu 2019) place the origin of actinosteles as far back in time as 400 million years. Higher in the stratigraphic column, actinosteles are present in multiple lineages: cladoxylpids (iridopterids and some pseudosporochnaleans), stenokolealeans, progymnosperms (aneurophytes and archaeopterids), and early seed plants.

Archaeopterids present a special case indicating that radial concentration and peripheral concentration are not mutually exclusive. Actinoxylon, a Middle Devonian putative archaeopterid (Matten 1968) possesses an actinostele whose central area is occupied by parenchyma with a few scattered tracheids. Even more dramatic is the progressive medullation of the actinostele along archaeopterid stems, as they increase in size distally (Scheckler 1978). These examples suggest that the archaeopterid lineage descended from ancestors in which stelar development followed the radial concentration pathway (Fig. 7d, h). Deployment of the peripheral concentration pathway (Fig. 7h, i, j), in the same way as in medullated protosteles, as a morphogenetic program overprinting the developmental domains generated by radial patterning, subsequently led to a eustelic configuration in archaeopterids.
The seed plant eustele, the dissected stele of some cladoxylopsids (referred to as a eustele by some; Decombeix et al. 2019), and the stele with discrete vascular bundles present in many sphenopsids, may have arisen along a path similar to that seen in archaeopterids – combining radial concentration and peripheral concentration, as implied by transformational series and evolutionary scenarios based on fossils (Stewart & Rothwell 1993). However, in contrast to the archaeopterid pathway, the scenarios proposed for seed plants (Namboodiri & Beck 1968; Beck 1970) and cladoxylopsids, involve initial fragmentation (dissection) of the actinostele – corresponding to more severe radial concentration – followed by development of a central parenchymatous area due to subsequent peripheral concentration (Fig. 7h, k, l). Furthermore, the medullary sheath reported by Van Fleet (1961) in some angiosperm stems to the inside of the ring of vascular bundles of the eustele, could represent the equivalent of the inner endodermis of siphonosteles, if its boundary layer identity is confirmed. Like in siphonosteles, medullary sheaths would indicate severe auxin depletion at the axis center, as a result of peripheral concentration, that limits specification of provascular identity to a hollow cylinder.

A series of studies have addressed the important role of lateral appendages and their mark on apical meristem auxin concentrations, in shaping the actinostele and the evolutionary trajectory leading to the eustele. Wight (1987) proposed that ribbing of a terete protostele to produce an actinostele was driven by changes in development induced by the effect of lateral appendages on the distribution of auxin concentrations at the axis apex. Rothwell (1992) expanded this evo-devo view to explain the evolution of the seed plant eustele from an actinostele in parallel with the evolution of leaves, and associated changes in protoxylem architecture encompassing the transition from the typical “radiate protoxylem” organization (Beck & Stein 1993) to the discrete sympodia seen in eustelic seed plants. At the same time, Stein (1993) used modeling to identify a small number of parameters controlling auxin dynamics at the apical meristem and responsiveness of target tissue to auxin concentrations, whose variations produce the types of stelar organization predicted in the scenarios of Beck (1970), Wight (1987), and Rothwell (1992).

Contrary to the eustele evolution scenario proposed for early seed plants, which suggests radial concentration with subordinated peripheral concentration, the development of the angiosperm eustele indicates a different pathway. In Linum, the developmental sequence documented by Esau (1977) in the shoot apex shows a ring-shaped residual meristem from which procambium stands are specified subsequently. If the residual meristem corresponds to the provascular domain or its periphery, this developmental sequence suggests that radial concentration – specifying individual procambium bundles – follows (is subordinated to) peripheral concentration that specifies the residual meristem. This reversed sequence (as compared to that proposed for early seed plants) could reflect the highly derived condition that the angiosperm eustele represents among seed plant steles, which may be the result of heterochronic change in the deployment of radial and peripheral auxin concentration pathways. As the procambium strands that differentiate within the residual meristem are associated with leaf primordia and differentiate into leaf traces, the radial concentration path seems to be controlled by the lateral appendages in the development of the angiosperm eustele.

8.3.4. Additional complexity and unknowns

The stelar configurations of some extant and fossil plants continue to be difficult to fit into any stele classification. The steles of the extinct cladoxylopsids, especially non-iridopterid representatives, can be very complex (Bertrand 1935; Leclercq & Banks 1962; Soria & Meyer-Berthaud 2003; Xu et al. 2017) and have been likened to plectosteles and eusteles. The scenarios proposed to date to explain their evolution are too simplistic to encompass the broad diversity of structures documented in the group, which is ripe for reassessment in an evolutionary developmental framework.
Among living plants, *Equisetum* has puzzled students of plant structure in many respects and its stelar architecture is no exception. In the nodes of its jointed stems, the vascular tissues seem to form a siphonostele, whereas the internodes possess discrete vascular bundles, like those of a eustele (Unger 1856; Barratt 1920; Bierhorst 1971). Additionally, different species possess one of three endodermal configurations, which can also differ between aerial shoots and rhizomes in the same plant (Ogura 1972; Tomescu 2008). The key to understanding the stelar architecture of *Equisetum* may reside in the particular mode of growth of the shoots of these plants, which arise from the concerted activity of two types of meristems: an apical meristem that lays down a stack of phytomers, and intercalary meristems that fuel the elongation of the internode in each phytomer (Tomescu et al. 2017).

Within this developmental framework, the stele with double endodermis (as an example) of an *Equisetum* stem could be explained, by the following sequence (Fig. 8): initial specification of a central provascular domain within young phytomers in early stages of radial patterning and subsequent peripheral concentration leading to a hollow cylinder of provascular domain; specification of inner and outer endodermal layers, at the stage of phytomer differentiation into a lower internode tier and an upper nodal tier, in the latter; procambial domain specification in the nodal tier between the two endodermal layers, as leaf primordia emerge, while the internode tier remains meristematic, forming an intercalary meristem; in growing internodes, acrosopic production of new tissue by the intercalary meristem at high rates and fast internode elongation maintain low levels of auxin in the provascular domain (hollow cylinder), precluding specification of procambial domain between the two endodermal layers; procambial strands differentiate within the provascular domain of the internode along vertical lines corresponding to, and under the influence of, leaf primordia. This hypothetical sequence can be tested once the molecular specifiers for the provascular and procambial domains are identified in *Equisetum* and their expression patterns are documented.

9. An updated classification of steles outlined

Applied to stelar classification, the notion that the stele comprises all tissues delimited by the boundary layer(s) results in a dichotomy that recognizes two basic configurations in which the provascular domain either forms a central cylinder or a hollow cylinder. At first glance, this bipartite scheme, which harks back to the early views of Jeffrey (1899), provides an alternative to the tripartite scheme based on procambial architecture. However, this boundary layer-based view is grounded in development and cell fate specification just as much as the procambial perspective. Nevertheless, in the dual stele concept discussed in the preceding sections the former operates at a higher level of generality than the latter. Here, I propose an updated classification that takes into account these considerations, based on the dual stele concept.

To avoid introducing unnecessary additional terms, I refer to the two major types of steles corresponding to the two basic configurations of the provascular domain – and its boundary layer(s) – as *boundary protosteles* (central cylinder of provascular tissue with only one boundary layer at the periphery) and *boundary siphonosteles* (hollow cylinder of provascular tissue delimited by inner and outer boundary layers) (Fig. 7).

Boundary siphonosteles correspond, for the most part, to *bona fide* siphonosteles seen in many living ferns, i.e., amphiphilic siphonosteles wherein the procambial domain overlaps with the provascular domain, except for the inner and outer pericycle layers (Fig. 7g). Stelar architecture in the *Equisetum* example discussed above (Fig. 8; Section 8.3.4: Additional complexity and unknowns) also corresponds to a boundary siphonostele. In this case, given the discrete vascular bundles that form the vascular supply of internodes, their vascular organization would qualify as a *eustelic* boundary siphonostele.

Boundary protosteles can fall within a number of subtypes, depending on the organization of the procambium within the provascular domain (Fig. 7). *Haplostelic* boundary protosteles (Fig. 7e)
correspond to the typical protostele with a terete procambial strand, as in thin or young *Gleichenia* stems, or the axes of fossil zosterophylls (e.g., *Zosterophyllum*) and trimerophytes (e.g., *Psilophyton*).

The steles of all roots are also haplostelic boundary protosteles. Their traditional designation as actinosteles is a misnomer, as only their xylem, and not the procambium as a whole, is lobed (ribbed). A more correct designation for root steles is as haplostelic boundary protosteles with lobed xylem. In the same line of reasoning, the steles of *Lycopodium* or *Selaginella* stems, traditionally referred to as actinosteles and plectosteles, are also haplostelic boundary protosteles with lobed or dissected xylem.

True actinostelic boundary protosteles (Fig. 7h) with a ribbed column of procambium are seen in *Psilotum* and *Tmesipteris*, as well as in some extinct progymnperms, stenokolealeans, and cladoxylopsids. Other cladoxylopsids possess putative plectostelic boundary protosteles (i.e. dissected column of procambium), although a single boundary layer surrounding all the vascular segments of an axis would need to be identified unequivocally in these extinct plants for this assignment to be validated.

In siphonostelic boundary protosteles (Fig. 7f), the procambium forms a hollow cylinder. This assignment applies to the stelar organization of the traditional medullated protosteles of monocot roots, and to the ectophloic “siphonostele” of the Osmundaceae and some other ferns (e.g., *Vittariaceae pro parte*). If the large medullated axes of lepidodendraleans do not possess an internal boundary layer separating the pith from the vascular tissues, then their organization also corresponds to siphonostelic boundary protosteles.

Finally, because they are bordered only by an external boundary layer, seed plant eustele also qualify as boundary protosteles, designated here as eustelic boundary protosteles, in reference to the discrete strands of protoxylem that differentiate within, and close to the periphery of, the central provascular domain (Fig. 7j, l).

To be fully supported and, thus, become fully applicable, this classification based on developmental features requires that some significant knowledge gaps are filled. On one hand, neither procambial architecture nor boundary layers are easily documented or even preserved in the fossil record, therefore the classification is not readily applicable to many fossils. Apical meristems demonstrating procambial architecture are rarely preserved in the fossil record and, except for endodermal layers with conspicuous thickenings, boundary layers are not easily identified in fossils. Nevertheless, instances of excellent preservation of apical meristems (e.g., *Melchior & Hall 1961; Delevoryas 1964; Good & Taylor 1972; Dennis 1974; Edwards 1994; Slater et al. 2015; Hetherington et al. 2016; Hetherington & Dolan 2018*) indicate that continued exploration of the fossil record will reveal more about procambial architecture in extinct plants. On the other hand, boundary layer identity seems to be positionally labile (see Section 6.4: Transferability of boundary layer identity), and understanding boundary layer specification across all tracheophyte lineages is still a remote target. Thus, the classification I propose here is, for now, an outline. Nevertheless, a dual outlook on the stele that combines the procambial view and the boundary layer perspective is developmentally grounded and can inspire interesting perspectives on the evolution of stelar architecture that are worth pursuing. This classification, alongside the dual stele model that it is derived from, forms an extended working hypothesis toward this goal.

10. Outstanding questions and future research

Because of the paramount importance of conducting tissues in vascular plants, the stele is one of the oldest enduring concepts in plant biology. Although the concept has generated much discussion throughout its history and there is general agreement that the stele includes vascular tissues, current definitions of it vary in specificity and inclusiveness. Among these, those that are grounded in development – the only ones that are relevant in an evolutionary perspective –, emphasize either boundary layers or, more prevalently, the procambium.
To reconcile these different views, I propose the dual stele model, a stele concept that incorporates both boundary layers and procambium as originators and key components of the stele. This model posits that the stele is determined by specification of provascular and procambial developmental domains (the latter nested within, and regulated through inhibitors produced by, the former) by lower and higher concentrations, respectively, of a coordinating organizer factor. The proposed regulatory framework for the dual stele model is based on current understanding of the molecular-genetic regulation of boundary layer and procambium identity in a few angiosperm species. Thus, the model is a set of working hypotheses. Testing of these hypotheses and refining of the model, if confirmed, will require development of new data in two major directions of investigation.

One of these directions addresses the regulators of procambial, vascular, and boundary layer identity. The full system of interactions between these regulators requires some refining even in angiosperms, wherein it is well outlined currently. Beyond the realm of angiosperms (and, to some extent, seed plants), these regulators and their interactions have spotty data coverage, if any. The presence, expression patterns, functions, and interactions of C3HDZs, SHR, SCR, miR165/166, as well as auxin distribution and transport, have been slow to be explored in seed-free plants over the last 10-15 years, although there are notable exceptions (e.g., Floyd & Bowman 2004, 2006; Prigge & Clark 2006; Sanders & Langdale 2013; Frank et al. 2015; Ambrose & Vasco 2016; Vasco et al. 2016). These are all important in understanding what determines stelar organization, considering that seed-free plants harbor most of the diversity of stelar architecture.

The functions of C3HDZ genes in vascular identity and development have been confirmed, in general, in many tracheophytes (Floyd & Bowman 2006; Floyd et al. 2006; Ambrose & Vasco 2016). Aside from refining the functional data on C3HDZs and adding more data points (i.e., more species and lineages), it will be interesting to understand if and what aspects of the development and specification of boundary layers, which are ubiquitously associated with vascular tissues and the stele, share regulatory mechanisms across all tracheophytes; if there is a shared specifier of the provascular domain and if that key regulator is also part of the module that specifies boundary layers in all vascular plants. If the same regulatory module specifying the boundary layer is shared among all living tracheophytes, then this module may have evolved as early as or even before the oldest tracheophytes. If such a regulatory mechanism is not shared in its entirety, then are there any components of it that are shared among all tracheophytes? Answers to all these questions will help identify boundary layers in extant plants even in the absence of diagnostic anatomical features and will clarify how much sense it makes to use boundary layers to define and classify steles.

The other major direction of investigation should aim to document in detail the vascular architecture and anatomy of boundary layers in as many extinct species as possible. The fossil record, traditionally decrised as incomplete, has offered, nevertheless, surprisingly detailed data on tissue- and cell-level anatomy in multiple cases. Xylem is among the most frequently and best preserved plant tissues in the fossil record and, although phloem and other “softer-walled” tissues (such as those that form boundary layers) or apical meristems are preserved less frequently, continued exploration of the fossil record will uncover new data on boundary layers and stelar architecture in extinct plants.

Although not discussed here, patterns of primary xylem maturation and the architecture of the protoxylem are another aspect of plant anatomy important in understanding vascular tissue differentiation and the organization of steles (Beck et al. 1982). Thus, future studies addressing these aspects could illuminate in detail the relationships between protoxylem, patterns of polar auxin transport, and their respective regulatory programs. Eventually, this type of data could provide answers to basic questions, such as the ultimate causes of the fundamental difference in primary xylem maturation between the exarch-zosterophylls and lycophytes, and the centraarc-mesarch trimerophytes and euphyllophytes; or of the difference in primary xylem maturation between euphyllophytes with
“permanent protoxylem” (*sensu* Beck & Stein 1993) (i.e., moniliformopsids; Kenrick & Crane 1997) and those with “radiate protoxylem” (radatopsids).
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Figure 1. The geometry of the procambium (pink/red) in the apical meristem region (top panel) provides a criterion for defining three main types of stele (seen in cross section in the bottom panel). A protostele (a) is a stele derived from a solid central strand of procambium. The procambium is surrounded by ground meristem that matures into the cortex. A siphonostele (b) develops from a hollow cylinder of procambium. Aside from ground meristem that differentiates into the cortex that surrounds the stele, siphonostelic axes possess a central cylinder of ground meristem that forms the mature pith. A eustele (c) is a stele derived from a number of discrete procambial strands that, taken together, describe a more-or-less circular outline in cross sections, separating an outer cortex and a central pith, both derived from ground meristem. The parenchymatous areas between adjacent vascular strands are interfascicular areas (also termed pith rays).
Figure 2. The leaf gap (pink asterisk) produced in a siphonostele by the divergence of a vascular trace supplying the base of a leaf (leaf trace; white asterisk); tissues of the stele and leaf trace shown in pink/red.
Figure 3. Protosteles (top panel) are divided, based on the cross-sectional geometry of the primary xylem (bottom panel) into haplosteles, wherein the xylem has circular to oval shape in cross section (a), actinosteles, wherein the xylem has a lobed (ribbed) shape (b), and plectosteles, with the xylem irregularly dissected into lobes and bands (c); xylem shown in red and additional stele tissues in yellow; the endodermis, not depicted, follows the boundary between the yellow tissues of the stele and the white tissues of the cortex.
Figure 4. Longitudinal sections through eustelic axes often show vascular tissue configurations that look misleadingly like leaf gaps (a, b). In the vicinity of the shoot apical meristem this configuration is due to the fact that nodal tissues mature earlier than those of the internodes, thus, a procambial strand that is conspicuous in a node can appear to lose its substance along its trajectory through the internode below, and to reappear in the next node underneath. In the mature shoot portions of most seed plants, leaf traces (asterisk) diverge from cauline bundles in a tangential direction (c, bottom three planes of section) before traversing the cortex in a radial direction and upwards (c, top three planes of section). This leads to tangential displacement of the cauline bundle above the divergence (c), as a result of which the bundle shows a hiatus immediately above the node in longitudinal sections (b), similar to that produced by a leaf gap in a siphonostele longitudinal section.
Figure 5. The layers that mark boundaries between the vascular tissues (primary xylem in red and primary phloem in green) and ground tissues. These layers – the endodermis in roots, the starch sheath in stems, and the bundle sheaths of leaf veins (all shown in purple) – are continuous throughout the plant body, despite having distinct physiological functions, and the available evidence suggests that they are specified by the same regulatory modules throughout the plant body. Artwork by Danza Chisholm-Sims.
Figure 6. The stele has been defined traditionally as comprising either the tissues derived from procambium or the tissues contained within a boundary layer. The dual stele model provides a unifying explanation for the nature and evolution of the stele, consistent with both the procambial and the boundary layer views. This model posits two cell fate specification mechanisms that are deployed sequentially and delimit increasingly more narrowly circumscribed and more specialized developmental domains. The first mechanism (i) specifies a provascular domain (blue), wherein cells maintain competency to differentiate into procambial tissue, and (ii) establishes (blue arrow) a boundary layer (brown) that separates this domain from the neighboring accessory domain. The second mechanism specifies procambial identity (pink) in cells within the provascular domain that will differentiate into xylem and phloem. The two cell fate specification mechanisms that determine the provascular and procambial domains are connected through the intermediary of the boundary layer, which inhibits the activity of the provascular domain specifier (white inhibitory interaction symbol), thus constraining the physical extent of this domain. The two mechanisms are also coordinated by an organizer factor that acts in a dosage-dependent manner: promoting the provascular domain specifier at lower concentrations and the procambial domain specifier at higher concentrations. Current understanding of developmental regulation in stele tissues and boundary layers suggests that auxin may be the coordinating organizer factor, with SHR (homologs) and class III HD-Zip genes (C3HDZ) the provascular and procambial domain specifiers, respectively. SHR is known to act in specification of the boundary layer and in activation, within this layer, of miR165/166, which diffuse back into the provascular domain, inhibiting the activity of C3HDZ and constraining the extent of the procambial domain.
Figure 7. Stele types in an evolutionary-developmental perspective informed by the dual stele model. A central column of tissue with provascular identity (light blue) and the boundary layer (brown) that it establishes at its periphery (a \(\rightarrow\) b) define a central domain, corresponding to the stele, and an outer (accessory) domain. This type of general organization is termed a boundary protostele in the classification proposed here. Within the provascular domain, a central zone of higher concentration (dark blue) of the organizer factor (auxin) specifies a strand of procambial domain (pink) with terete geometry (b \(\rightarrow\) e), as seen in protosteles of the haplostele type (e; haplostelic boundary protostele).

Peripheral redistribution (P) of organizer factor concentrations (b \(\rightarrow\) c) specifies a procambial domain in the shape of a hollow cylinder typical of siphonostelic organization (f; siphonostelic boundary protostele). A marked depletion in organizer factor at the center of the stele leads to specification of a second boundary layer and to a provascular domain shaped like a hollow cylinder; in the classification proposed here, this organization is termed a boundary siphonostele (g). Evolutionary transitions between the two types of siphonostelic organization (f \(\rightarrow\) g) may be at the origin of the boundary
siphonosteles known in some plant groups. Radial redistribution (R) of organizer factor concentrations
(b → d) specifies a central procambial domain with vertical ridges and grooves (d → h), as seen in
protosteles of the actinostele type (h; *actinostelic boundary protostele*). From such actinostelic
configurations, steles with eustelic organization, i.e., procambial domain forming discrete strands (j, l;
eustelic boundary protostele) could have evolved along two pathways: one emphasizing subsequent
peripheral concentration (P) and referred to as medullation (h → i → j); and the other emphasizing
further radial concentration (R) followed by peripheral concentration (P) and referred to as dissection or
fragmentation (h → k → l). Stele color coding: boundary layer – brown line; provascular domain – light
blue; procambial domain – pink; concentration of organizing factor (auxin) within the provascular
domain – dark blue. Blue box – Patterns of organizing factor concentration; green boxes – classification
of steles proposed here. Traditional stele types: haplostele (protostele) – e; actinostele (protostele) – h;
medullated protostele and ectophloic siphonostele – f; amphiphloic siphonostele – g; eustele – j, l.
Figure 8. Development of the stele with double endodermis in an *Equisetum* shoot. Growth arises from the activity of (i) an apical meristem (represented by the apical cell of the shoot at left) that lays down a stack of phytomers (the first six are marked by the gray bars at far left), and (ii) intercalary meristems that are located basally in each phytomer wherein fuel internode elongation. A hypothetical developmental sequence involves several stages (labeled 1 through 5 and mapped on the shoot at left): initial specification of a central provascular domain within young phytomers (1) in early stages of radial patterning; subsequent peripheral concentration leading to a hollow cylinder of provascular domain (2); specification of inner and outer endodermal layers (3) in the upper nodal tier of a phytomer, as this tier starts differentiating from the lower internode tier (dashed line); procambial domain specification (4) in the nodal tier, between the two endodermal layers, while the internode tier remains meristematic (green in the shoot at left), forming an intercalary meristem; in growing internodes (e.g., basal-most phytomer in the shoot at left), acroscopic production of new tissue by the intercalary meristem at high rates and fast internode elongation maintain low levels of auxin in the provascular domain, precluding specification of procambial domain between the two endodermal layers (3); procambial strands differentiate within the provascular domain of the internode (5) along vertical lines corresponding to, and under the influence of, leaf primordia.
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The Evolution of Vascular Architecture

Gar W. Rothwell

Department of Botany, Ohio University, Athens, OH, 45701

Vascular tissues are the focus of considerable attention across a broad spectrum of botanical inquiry. Undoubtedly, this reflects the functional, developmental and phylogenetic significance of this most intricate of all plant tissue systems. While there is a relative consistency to the polyarch, exarch actinostele found in most true roots, there is a broad spectrum of systematically and functionally correlated variation in the vascular architecture of shoot systems.

Traditional studies have, during different periods of time, emphasized divergent facets of vascular architecture. Some of the earliest studies characterized the courses of individual bundles as they traversed stems and diverged to leaves. With the formulation of the stelar theory, emphasis shifted to the overall pattern of vascular tissues in the stem. This approach has demonstrated systematic correlations among shoot systems, and has dramatically impacted our view of land plant evolution. However, a reliance on two-dimensional stelar configurations, and an inconsistency in the inclusion (or exclusion) of secondary tissues somewhat diminished the phylogenetic utility of such work.

More recently, a revival of studies that stress three dimensional architecture of primary tissue systems has set the stage for dramatically increasing the depth with which we understand the vascular tissues of land plants. These studies also allow us to more accurately recognize broad patterns of systematically correlated vascular architectures that may be used to further refine hypotheses of land plant phylogeny. From plant paleontology, we are becoming increasingly aware that conducting tissues have evolved independently in two or more groups of primitive land plants. Nevertheless, the tiny centarch haplostele of rhyniophytes provide an archetype for considering broad patterns of stelar changes through time. Such changes have occurred in fundamentally different ways in divergent phylogenetic lineages.

Lycophytes are the most ancient group of land plants with living representatives, and they may be regarded as having vascular architectures that evolved independently of other tracheophytes. Lycophytes display a wide array of exarch protostele in the stems, and a complex vascular system that characterizes the shoot-derived rooting system of Isoetes and of the extinct rhizomorphic lycophytes. Immediately distal to the rhizomorph in Pseudendron, protostele of the centarch haplostele divides. Three resulting protostele strands extend to the periphery of the xylem in conjunction with divergence of the basal leaf traces. This illustrates the ontogenetic transition from a centarch stele to the exarch stele, and provides a model for the evolutionary origin of exarch lycophyte steles. It also correlates well with known aspects of apical development under the influence of the terminal meristem in Lycopus.

The evolution of vascular architecture in stems of ferns is well represented by transformational series from solid protosteles to highly dissected dictyosteles. Series occur as chronicles among Paleozoic representatives of both the Psilophyta and Osmundaceae, and also as ontogenetic changes along the length of the stem in extant species. Such stems provide the most convincing evidence for the Jeffreyan concept of siphonosteles with true leaf gaps.

Despite continuing assumptions that eustele represent highly dissected siphonosteles, the exciting and profound realization that seed plants are both structurally and phylogenetically distinct from ferns has been steadily gaining acceptance. Paleobotanical studies by Beck and others provide convincing evidence that evolution of the seed-plant eustele was associated with longitudinal dissection of a ribbed protostele. These studies demonstrate that the eustele is basically a ring of sympodia lacking true leaf gaps like those of many ferns. They also imply that progynosperms, rather than ferns, are probably ancestral to seed plants.

Recent phylogenetic analyses have stressed the transition from a protostele to a eustele as an important facet of seed plant evolution. Paleobotanical studies have revealed this to be a gradational change in the degree of longitudinal dissection of metaxylem, for the purpose of character codification the change has been collapsed to a binary transformation in most phylogenetic analyses. In contrast, a survey of the broad range of variation in stelar architecture found among Devonian and Carboniferous lycopophytes (progynosperms + seed plants) suggests that evolution of the eustele was far more complex than previously realized. At the
present time five parameters of variation have been recognized among the stem steles of primitive seed ferns, and each may reflect a different aspect of stelar evolution. These parameters are (1) variation in the degree of longitudinal dissection of metaxylem, (2) variation in the ratio of tracheids to parenchyma in primary xylem, (3) variation in protostele architecture from a central monopodium to a ring of sympodia, (4) variation in the shape of the stele from distinctly ribbed to polygonal, and (5) variation in stelar diameter. Numbers 1, 2, and 3 probably are of the greatest evolutionary significance.

Although most of these parameters show gradational variations, the change in protostele architecture appears to be qualitative in nature. Some protostelic seed ferns display a central protostele monopodium from which the leaf trace protostele diverges. Other protostelic forms have a ring of protostele sympodia, one near the base of each stelar rib, and each of these divides to produce leaf trace protostele. Possible evidence for a transition from one architecture to the other occurs in sympodial species where there is an intermittent central protostele, and in stems that lack both a central protostele and a ring of cauline protostele sympodia.

This range of protostele architecture is best explained by the hypothesis that protostele differentiation is under the influence of several factors (hormones, auxins, etc.) produced at or translocated to centers in either or both of the terminal meristem and leaf primordia. The hypothesis requires that provascular and protostele differentiation occur only above a threshold concentration for these influencing factors. Primitive plants without stem/leaf differentiation of the shoot system would have production centers only in the terminal meristem, and thus would have been centrarch. The evolution of leaves from modified branching systems presumably would have led to the progressive transition of auxin production from the terminal meristem to the leaf primordia. Primitive seed plants with a central protostele monopodium and marginally mesarch leaf traces are consistent with what could be expected of an early stage in this transition. Forms with discontinuous cauline protostele are concordant with what would be expected in stems where the transition was incomplete. And, stems with a ring of protostele sympodia, including extant species, are what would be expected where the production of auxin occurs primarily in the leaf primordia.

Observational and experimental data on apical development in Ptiloua, Lycopodium, ferns and seed plants are concordant with this hypothesis, and suggest that lycopophytes, ferns and seed plants have
Variations in Vascular Tissue Initiation and Differentiation

Site of auxin production: T = Terminal Meristem, L = Leaf Primordia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>'Rhy/Tri</th>
<th>Psilo.</th>
<th>Lyco.</th>
<th>Pil.</th>
<th>S.P.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provascular Tissue</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(shape)</td>
<td>Rod</td>
<td>Rod</td>
<td>Rod</td>
<td>Cyl.</td>
<td>Cyl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procambium</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T?</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(shape)</td>
<td>Rod</td>
<td>Rod</td>
<td>Rod</td>
<td>Cyl.</td>
<td>Cyl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differentiation of Xylem and of Phloem</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T?</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of auxin (-) (+)</td>
<td>Cylinder</td>
<td>No Diff.</td>
<td>Leaf Gaps</td>
<td>Bundles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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